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Why choose Xilisoft Blu-ray to MKV Converter?

Rip Blu-ray movies and convert to MKV videos
Capture Blu-ray movie screen shots and save to BMP, GIF, JPEG or PNG images
Multiple video editing functions: clip video segments, crop movie frame, apply artistic
effects, customize subtitles and etc.
High conversion speed and great quality
Adopts NVIDIA CUDA and AMD APP graphic acceleration technology & multi-
threading decoding technology

Xilisoft Blu-ray to MKV Converter is an easy-to-use converting tool which can help you to
rip Blu-ray movies(M2TS format) and convert to quality Matroska videos.
Newly introduced NVIDIA CUDA and AMD APP graphic acceleration technology which can
double the converting speed and bring a faster experience in convertings. The adoption of
multi-threading decoding technology can make full use of the processing competence of multi-
core CPU and promote the converting speed as well.
Far beyond a converter, Xilisoft Blu-ray to MKV Converter also empowers you to capture
Blu-ray movie screen shots and save to images, clip movie segments according to
preference, split videos and merge segments together, crop movie frame, apply artistic
effects, adjust various parameters to get customized MKV videos.Improves the decoding
competence of software to better code Blu-ray discs and source video files(including
multilingual audio track and subtitles in multiple formats). Using this converter, you can enjoy
loved Blu-ray movies on various multi-media players with ease!

Key Features

Rip Blu-ray movies(M2TS format) and convert to excellent MKV videos.
Capture Blu-ray movie screen shots and save to BMP, GIF, JPEG or PNG images.
Newly introduced NVIDIA CUDA and AMD APP graphic acceleration technology
which can double the converting speed and bring a faster experience in convertings.
The adoption of multi-threading decoding technology can make full use of the
processing competence of multi-core CPU and promote the converting speed as well.
Get the exact video clip that interests you and merge video clips to make a creative
movie by your own. Split large movies to several smaller videos by duration time or
size.
Cut off unwanted borders from a video frame to feature a highlight by cropping videos.
Customize video effects. Set movie video brightness, contrast, saturation, and choose
to apply special video effects to your video files. Add text or picture watermark to
authorize the videos.
Add and adjust subtitles to create customized MKV videos.
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Improves the decoding competence of software to better code Blu-ray discs and
source video files(including multilingual audio track and subtitles in multiple formats).
The support for multi-core CPU processing makes your video conversion faster and
handier.
Set converting tasks to run at the background to spare more CPU resources.
Batch tasks running is enabled to save time a lot.
Auto-exit the application, shut down, hibernate, stand by system, or do nothing which
releasing you from waiting in front of the computer.
Multiple languages are available in interface: English, German, Spanish, French,
Japanese, Simplified Chinese and Traditional Chinese.

References

Input File Formats SupportedM2TS
Output File Formats Supported
Video     MKV
Image     BMP, GIF, JPEG, PNG

System Requirements

OS    Microsoft® Windows XP (SP2 or later), Windows Vista, Windows 7
Processor    1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM    256MB RAM (512MB or above recommended)
Free Hard Disk    50MB space for installation
Graphics Card    Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher
Others    BD-ROM; UDF2.5 Driver (for Windows XP only)
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